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bag Put into a bag.
His bag now is learning to play golf.

carriage A small vehicle with four wheels in which a baby or child is pushed around.
The carriage of bikes on public transport.

comport Behave in a certain manner.
They do all that nature and art can do to comport with his will.

concomitant A phenomenon that naturally accompanies or follows something.
She loved travel with all its concomitant worries.

contain Be capable of holding or containing.
This can contains water.

convey Transfer the title to (property.
It s impossible to convey how lost I felt.

conveyance
The action of making an idea, feeling, or impression known or
understandable to someone.
Adventurers attempt the trail using all manner of conveyances including
mountain bikes and motorcycles.

correlate
Either of two or more related or complementary variables.
We should correlate general trends in public opinion with trends in the
content of television news.

entail The act of entailing property the creation of a fee tail from a fee simple.
The damage being done in England by entails.

entangle Cause to become twisted together with or caught in.
Fish attempt to swim through the mesh and become entangled.

ferry Travel by ferry.
Ambulances ferried the injured to hospital.

ferryboat A boat that transports people or vehicles across a body of water and
operates on a regular schedule.
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fetch The action of fetching.
She fetched me a cup of tea.

have Have sex with.
Have a lover.

hold To close within bounds limit or hold back from movement.
I hold to these ideas.

implicate
Convey (a meaning) indirectly through what one says, rather than stating it
explicitly.
He is implicated in the scheme to defraud the government.

include Specifically exclude someone from a group or activity.
We must include this chemical element in the group.

included Enclosed in the same envelope or package.
Service tax included.

inclusion
A body or particle of distinct composition embedded in a rock or other
material.
He admired the inclusion of so many ideas in such a short work.

involve Connect closely and often incriminatingly.
His story completely involved me during the entire afternoon.

mail A vehicle such as a train carrying mail.
Three editions were mailed to our members.

parcel Make something into a parcel by wrapping it.
The lorry was carrying a large number of Royal Mail parcels.

participate Become a participant; be involved in.
Thousands participated in a nationwide strike.

pertain Be in effect or existence in a specified place or at a specified time.
Matters pertaining to the organization of government.

send Send a message or letter.
It s the spectacle and music that send us not the words.

stockpile Something kept back or saved for future use or a special purpose.
He claimed that the weapons were being stockpiled.

synchronous
Pertaining to a transmission technique that requires a common clock signal
(a timing reference) between the communicating devices in order to
coordinate their transmissions.
Synchronous oscillations.

transfer Someone who transfers or is transferred from one position to another.
Employees have been transferred to the installation team.
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transmit Transmit or serve as the medium for transmission.
Transmit a message.

transport Something that serves as a means of transportation.
The bulk of freight traffic was transported by lorry.
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